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It has now been six years since the start of the global 
fi nancial crisis, and fundraising has picked up signifi cantly 
in the last two years. How is the environment different today 
from pre-crisis markets?

I think we all observe today many of the same general conditions 
that existed pre-crisis. Leverage is up, markets are up, and 
LP commitments are fl owing. At Capstone, we compare the 
behaviour of LPs in today’s market versus ’05, ’06, ’07 and we 
see several differences. Our refl ection on the market seven years 
ago was that commitments were biased towards the multi-billion 
funds. The mega funds had put a string of wins on the board, and 
LPs fought for allocations in the largest of private equity funds. 
The raw dollars raised in that time period were dominated by 
a handful of those largest funds. While LPs continue to pursue 
large cap managers (and given the raw math, those managers 
will always have a heavily weighted place in LP portfolios), LPs 
in today’s market are spending a disproportionate amount of 
time and capital underwriting and backing managers to fi ll out 
the periphery of their portfolios. 

Today’s market is about fi ne-tuning portfolios as opposed to 
bulking them up. Great managers in the lower middle market 
continue to be very hot. Successful energy managers have 
attracted commitments from LPs not traditionally active in the 
real assets space. Pure play managers of all sorts (industry 
sector specifi c, energy mid-stream focus, etc.) are fi lling gaps 
in LP portfolios. Our observation is that while capital continues 
to fl ow to existing relationships and traditional strategies, LPs in 
today’s market are more aggressively pursuing asset categories 
(or subcategories) that in 2006 were seen as niche markets not 
particularly well suited for the typical LP. All in all, we see this as 
a natural by-product of LPs’ increased sophistication.

How do LPs view the asset class compared to prior years 
and what factors are currently impacting LPs’ allocations to 
private equity?

In the context of the last downturn, I think the fact that the asset 
class came through the crisis and performed well on a relative 
basis has only solidifi ed private equity in institutional portfolios. 
Clearly, post-downturn, LPs are more cognizant of the issues that 
come with illiquidity in private equity, and have developed more 
robust controls around managing unfunded commitments, but a 
private equity manager’s ability to actively manage a portfolio 
company through a downturn has proven that, for the best 
private equity sponsors, market cycles do not limit performance 
within the asset class; in fact, they enhance it on a relative basis. 

Regarding impact on allocations, clearly a central driver has been 
continued success of the public markets. As the marks in public 
securities drive overall portfolio values higher, the absolute size 

of the private equity slice of the pie grows as well. This has been 
a great market for realizations as well, so as capital is returned, it 
grows the pot available for re-ups and new relationships. It is not 
rocket science to recognize that the forces that drive markets up, 
drive private equity allocations up. For the savvy LP, the trick is 
obviously to pick the proper strategies to back in frothy markets 
so as to continue to capture the upside, but also be protected 
should the climate change.

What strategies are attracting the most interest from 
investors?

Distressed and special situations have always been a staple in 
LPs’ portfolios, but as bull markets run-on, we fi nd LPs start to 
overweight to managers that can be particularly opportunistic in 
a slowing economy. Part of any good distressed manager’s pitch 
is that good companies make bad decisions in all markets, so 
LPs accept that special situations and turnaround sponsors can 
be successful across the cycle, but particularly so as concerns 
grow about sustainability of medium-term economic growth. 
In addition, lower middle market managers in buyout, energy, 
and international markets continue to attract capital. The best of 
breed in this small cap market have produced truly eye-popping 
returns and given their small fund sizes, LPs fi nd themselves 
competing for limited capacity in the best of these lower middle 
market raises.

How do you see investors underwriting opportunities in the 
various global regions? Are LPs today attracted to particular 
regions?

We continue to see investors betting on their domestic (or 
regional) economies. Asia-based institutional investors tend to 
deploy the vast majority of their capital commitments in Asia, 
and we see a similar, while less exaggerated, dynamic in North 
America and Europe. Given my personal perspective is weighted 
by interaction with North American investors I can tell you that 
LPs in our market continue to fi nd new US/Canadian managers 
they believe provide a compelling risk/return profi le. When an 
investor in this market elects to chase higher returning strategies, 
they are more likely to look, for example, at the US lower middle 
market than they are at international emerging markets or even 
Europe. 

Beyond the extensive macroeconomic analysis we know LPs 
undertake, investors tend to be most comfortable underwriting 
the risk they see at home, as opposed to evaluating risk outside 
their own markets. That said, regional diversity will always 
be an important driver in asset allocations, and international 
commitments will fi ll in around the edges, but we see domestic 
commitments continuing to dominate asset allocations.
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What are the challenges facing placement agents that 
operate and function across different geographies? 

I can easily say that the greatest challenge today for placement 
agents operating on a global platform comes from regulatory 
complexity. As application of the AIFMD continues to evolve in 
Europe, placement agents advising their GP clients must make 
the case for why it is worthwhile to navigate the complexity, 
cost, and undefi ned risk associated with that nascent regulatory 
scheme. 

Clients of ours that are raising smaller funds question whether 
it is worth the disproportionate cost and effort to venture to all 
the various markets of Europe, and our larger clients wonder 
whether it is worth the somewhat undefi ned risk to enter markets 
where the ground rules remain unclear and the liability is diffi cult 
to ascertain. That said, we continue to preach to clients that a 
globally diverse LP base is a very important consideration in 
growing a funds platform. So the challenge is helping clients to 
fi nd that balance. 

Do competitive terms and conditions impact LPs’ decision 
making, or is performance more important?

I would say performance is almost always the most important 
consideration for LPs. Some LPs have investment mandates that 
are hard coded for specifi c terms (a pre-defi ned terms sheet), 
but generally they are searching for the managers that will drive 
the highest performance in the best risk-adjusted strategy. As 
you would expect, performance certainly impacts terms. Those 
managers with the best performance tend to have the strongest 
LP following, which tends to result in scarcity of capacity for new 
commitments, resulting in those GPs commanding premium 
terms. 

Our experience is that for a proven manager with a compelling 
strategy and market opportunity, LPs will provide premium 
incentive terms so long as those terms align interests for outsized 
performance. That said, there is a huge push to average down 
fees among the LP community. Whether by pushing for no 
fee/carry co-investment or lower management fees, there is a 
greater willingness to rock the boat on terms today. The bottom 
line is that LPs in today’s market approach a fund commitment 
the same way their private equity managers approach a deal. If 
there is leverage on the buy-side they will not be shy in exercising 
it. But like their best managers, LPs will also pay-up for the very 
best deals in the market at any given time.

Capstone Partners

Founded in 2001, Capstone Partners is a leading 
independent placement agent focused on raising capital 
for private equity, credit, real assets and infrastructure fi rms 
from around the world.

Steve Standbridge is a Managing Partner responsible for 
North American new client origination and distribution in the 
Northeast United States.
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